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What is it? A complete publishing portal 
(from preprint to metadata curation)

Who runs it? Professional scientists 
(is and will remain grassroots)

What does it offer? Journals
Commenting
Metadata services

Summary? Openness
Quality



What does it aim to achieve?
A complete reform of publishing at all levels

Implement Genuine Open Access 
two-way: free for readers, free for authors

Implement a healthier business model 
strict editorial/financial decoupling
no profit-making on the back of scientists
consortial model; not based on APCs

Modernize the refereeing procedure 
open; more credit to referees
streamline post-publication feedback

Reform impact assessment



Journals
SciPost Physics

SciPost Physics Core

SP Lecture Notes

SP Proceedings

SP Codebases

>1200 publications 
as of now



Best practice examples
Peer-witnessed refereeing
Cost-slashing consortial business model
Community-driven
Open infrastructure



Editorial workflow



SciPost's business model
Diamond

(though I prefer metals)

no APCs, no subscriptions [Platinum]
fully not-for-profit operations [Palladium]
costs: about €600 per publication  
A fraction of the current norm!
consortial model: donations 
 (inspirations: arXiv, ...)



Community-driven
Latest Virtual General Meeting (2022)



SciPost's infrastructure
Based exclusively on Free Software

Tech
stack:

All our systems are
built from scratch.

We leverage and
contribute to FOSS.

Django [Python web framework]

Postgresql [database engine]

Vue.js HTMX [frontend tech]

Bootstrap [frontend styling]

MathJax [LaTeX javascript engine]

GitLab [hub @ git.scipost.org]

... lots more, see git.scipost.org

https://git.scipost.org/




Browsable API



Software repo hosting
@ git.scipost.org



Documentation
@ docs.scipost.org



Community discussions
@ disc.scipost.org



Difficulties
The impact factor
Securing funding



The impact factor
Without doubt the deadliest poison against

innovation in publishing.

The least qualified person to judge quality at
SciPost, is still more qualified than the most

qualified at the IF provider.

Our progress is crushed by lack of reform of the
rewards system.



Obtaining sustainable
funding

a mountain of work to initiate/obtain
money streams facilitate APCs, don't know
what to do with Diamond
commitments typically small-scale, without
long-term perspective; sustainability "in the
balance"; growth prospects severely limited
sometimes come with such admin overhead as
to negate the benefits



Obtaining sustainable
funding

That said: we ARE receiving support from lots of
generous/adventurous sponsors!

scipost.org/sponsors

https://scipost.org/sponsors


Lessons
Reform of publishing: too slow & misdirected

barely making measurable progress on solving
problems from decades ago
starting new initiatives is unnecessarily (but
deliberately?) hard, incumbents favoured
corporate side is still "pumping all the money"
with "easy solutions"
... and is forging ahead with next-generation
infrastructure with some nasty features 
(c.f. recent disclosures on tracking tech)



Lessons
If we want Diamond to take its rightful place,
we need to substantially upscale, consolidate
and sustain its funding
Stop facilitating APCs
Turn to Diamond, and keep it simple
Tune up your bullshit filter when dealing with
corporate lobbyists



Final thought
Open Access Publishing is like Linux

Parallels are evident:

It's the better OS, but "less easy" to use
It's competing against huge corporations...
... who are experts at customer "lock-in"
It's a fragmented community
It's only adopted by a minority, despite the
compelling technological, privacy, flexibility,
customizability, and... cost advantages
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